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E-Sign: Will the New Law Increase Internet Security Allowing
Online Mortgage Lending to Become Routine?
On October 1, 2000, the Electronic Signatures in Global
and National Commerce Act (E-Sign) went into effect, giving
electronic signatures the same effect as written signatures.1 E-Sign
allows both consumers and companies to electronically conduct
business over the Internet without worrying about the validity of
the transaction.2 Before E-Sign was passed, it remained unclear
whether an electronic signature would satisfy the written signature
requirements for a contract.3 Congress resolved this ambiguity by
1. Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act of 2000, Pub. L.
No. 106-229, 114 Stat. 464, 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 7001-7006, 7021, 7031(West Supp. 2000)
[hereinafter E-Sign]. E-Sign also gives legal effect to electronic records and
electronic contracts. See E-Sign § 101(a)(1), 15 U.S.C. § 7001(a)(1). This Note will
not discuss these issues in detail. It may be important to the banking community to
note, however, that checks can now be retained by electronic means. E-Sign §
101(d)(4), 15 US.C.A. § 7001(d)(4). Specifically, E-Sign provides that where "a
statute, regulation, or other rule of law requires the retention of a check, that
requirement is satisfied by retention of an electronic record of the information on the
front and back of the check." Id. Previously, it was accepted that digital or electronic
reproductions or images could be used in place of the original check for legal
purposes. See Letter from Edward C. Winslow III, Attorney, Brooks, Pierce,
McLendon, Humphrey & Leonard, LLP, to Paul H. Stock, Executive Vice President
& Counsel, Community Bankers Association of North Carolina (Sept. 12, 1995) (on
file with the N.C. Banking Inst.) at 7 [hereinafter Stock Letter I]. Since there is no
legal requirement that financial institutions provide cancelled checks to customers, it
has always been possible for them to provide the service through check imaging. Id.
Because banks will no longer have to return checks to consumers, they should save
money. Patricia A. Murphy, E-Sign Law Does Little to Push E-Payments, BANK
TECHNOLOGY NEWS, Sept. 2000, LEXIS, Busfin Library, BIS File. The next big
issue concerning checks will be whether to make checks an electronically negotiable
instrument. Id.
2. Williams Mullen Clark & Dobbins, Dotting the "'Is" and Crossing the "T's"
over the Intgrnet: Forming Contracts in Cyberspace, at http://www.wmcd.comlarticles/
ecommerce/electronic.signatures.html. (last visited Jan. 7, 2001) [hereinafter
WMCD].
3. See id. Four general purposes are served when writings are signed: (1)
evidentiary: once the signer makes a distinctive mark, it becomes attributable to the
signer; (2) ceremony: at this point the signer should know of the legal significance of
the signer's actions; (3) approval: the signature shows that the signer approves or
authorizes the writing; and (4) efficiency: a signature imparts clarity and finality to a
transaction. Digital Signature Guidelines, 1996 A.B.A. SEC. OF SCIENCE AND TECH.
at 4. To achieve these purposes, a signature should (1) indicate who signed the
document; (2) identify what is being signed; (3) be an affirmative act so the signer has
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passing a federal law that gives legal effect to electronic
signatures.' Now, both businesses and consumers can be confident
that their electronic transactions are legal.5
As electronic media have expanded in scope, so has the
need for legislation concerning the legality of electronic
documents. 6 This Note will begin with an examination of E-Sign
and briefly discuss some of its general effects.7 The Note will then
determine what effect E-Sign will have upon the banking industry,
particularly in the field of mortgage lending.8 In this section, the
Note will explain and critique the first paperless mortgage.9 The
Note will then discuss online mortgage lending generally and the
fate of specific online mortgage lenders. 10 Finally, this Note will
analyze security concerns banks face with online transactions."
This last section concludes with a brief overview of fraud
associated with electronic signatures.
1 2
a sense that a legal transaction occurred; and (4) provide both signer and document
authenticity with the least amount of resources. Id. at 7-9. See also RESTATEMENT
(SECOND) OF CONTRACTS, § 72 cmt. c (1981) (explaining the formality needed in
written contracts).
4. Jane K. Winn & Robert A. Wittie, Electronic Records and Signatures under
Federal E-Sign Legislation and the UETA, 56 Bus. LAW. 293, 293 (2000). The
problem, however, may be for businesses that compete globally. Many jurisdictions
have enacted differing legislation that recognizes or regulates digital signature use.
Sanu K. Thomas, Note, The Protection and Promotion of E-Commerce: Should There
Be a Global Regulatory Scheme for Digital Signatures?, 22 FORDHAM INT'L L.J. 1002,
1044-45 (1999). To promote e-commerce, there needs to be certainty and guidance in
the laws. Id. This certainty and guidance will only come by eliminating conflicting
laws. Id. Currently, most developed countries are introducing (or have introduced)
legislation relating to electronic signatures. Richard Barham, Quest For Harmony in
Cyberspace, THE BANKER, Aug. 1, 2000, at 74,74.
5. Your John Hancock Goes Digital, FIN. SERVICES ONLINE, July 2000, at 55,
LEXIS, Bankng Library, FGFSO File.
6. See WMCD, supra note 2.
7. See infra notes 13-38 and accompanying text (discussing E-Sign generally).
8. See infra notes 39-137 and accompanying text (describing how E-Sign will
affect mortgage lending).
9. See infra notes 54-82 and accompanying text (explaining the first paperless
mortgage).
10. See infra notes 83-137 and accompanying text (examining the online
mortgage process and the success of different online mortgage companies).
11. See infra notes 138-71 and accompanying text (discussing security concerns
with the new law).
12. See infra notes 172-96 and accompanying text (discussing fraud association
with online lending).
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I. THE ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES IN GLOBAL AND
NATIONAL COMMERCE ACT (E-SIGN)
Electronic commerce has grown so quickly over the past
decade that it has created a need for new business practices.13
According to the Commerce Department, retail e-commerce sales
for the second quarter of 2000 were 5.3% above the revised retail
e-commerce sales of the first quarter. 4 Thus, it appears that
people are increasingly willing to buy and sell products online.
This jump in online sales raises questions regarding the legality of
e-commerce: What are the legal affects of a transaction conducted
completely online?" How can the identity of the person executing
an electronic contract be verified?16 Can a person sign a contract
online and have that contract be legally binding? 7 E-Sign attempts
to answer these questions.'
8
E-Sign makes electronic transactions valid by providing
that "a contract relating to [any transaction affecting interstate or
foreign commerce]19 may not be denied legal effect, validity, or
enforceability solely because an electronic signature... was used
in its formation.' 2 An electronic writing, however, is not given
legal effect until a person has agreed to use electronic signatures
13. Thomas, supra note 4, at 1002.
14. Press Release, U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Retail E-Commerce Sales in Second
Quarter 2000 Increased 5.3 Percent from First Quarter 2000, Census Bureau Reports,
(Aug. 31, 2000) at http:llwww.census.govlmrts/www/current.html (last revised Aug.
31, 2000) (on file with the N. C. Banking Inst.).
15. See infra note 50 and accompanying text.
16. See infra notes 167-71, 191-96 and accompanying text.
17. See infra notes 19-23 and accompanying text. See also infra notes 54-82
(describing the first paperless mortgage).
18. See, e.g., Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act of
2000, § 101(a), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 7001(a) (West Supp. 2000) (discussing the legality of
electronic signatures and electronic transactions).
19. Thus, transactions not a part of interstate commerce will not be affected by
the Act. Letter from Edward C. Winslow III, Attorney, Brooks, Pierce, McLendon,
Humphrey & Leonard, LLP, to Paul H. Stock, Executive Vice President & Counsel,
North Carolina Bankers Association (Sept. 27, 2000), at 3 (on file with the N.C.
Banking Inst.) [hereinafter Stock Letter II]. It may be difficult, however, to
determine just what "affecting interstate commerce" means. Id. at 3.
20. E-Sign § 101(a)(2), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(a). This section also states that
signatures, contracts and other transactions affecting interstate and foreign
commerce "may not be denied legal effect, validity, or enforceability solely because it
is in electronic form." E-Sign § 101(a)(1), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(a)(1).
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and records.2' E-Sign defines "electronic signature" as "an
electronic sound, symbol, or process, attached to or logically
associated with a contract or other record and executed or adopted
by a person with the intent to sign the record., 22  Using this
definition, any form of an electronic signature, such as biometrics
or a personal identification number, can be used and have a legal
effect.
23
This E-Sign definition, however, does not address security
and privacy concerns.24 If privacy and security were the primary
issues to be addressed by E-Sign, mandating digital signatures
might have been more effective in serving these two concerns.
Digital signatures are a specific type of electronic signature26 that
21. E-Sign § 101(b)(2), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(b)(2). This requirement has an
exception for a governmental agency. Id. A notice should be provided to the
consumer in writing. An electronic version will be allowed only if the consumer has
consented to receiving the electronic version and has demonstrated that she can
access the information in electronic form. The Federal E-Sign Law: Why Was It
Passed-What Does It Mean?, at http:llwww.mbc.comlnews/Articleasp?PublD
=143381052000 (last visited Jan. 7, 2001). This is only one of the many consumer
protection laws present in E-Sign. See, e.g., E-Sign § 101(c), 15 U.S.C.A. §7001(c).
See also infra notes 33-38 and accompanying text (explaining consumer consent
provisions in E-Sign).
22. E-Sign § 106(5), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7006(5). Because the federal legislation was so
broad in defining "electronic signature," the market is left wide open for companies
who wish to develop electronic signatures. See, e.g., B4bpartner, Inc. Introduces First
Integrated Web Vault and Electronic Signature System for Financial Services Industry,
PR NEWVswiRE: FIN. NEWS, Sept. 12, 2000, LEXIS, Bankng Library, PRNEWS File
(describing a "web vault" that allows banks and other financial institutions to convert
consumers from paper transactions to electronic transactions). One such organization
is the Mobile Electronic Signature Consortium. See Certicom Joins the Mobile
Electronic Signature Consortium, PR NEWSWiRE: FIN. NEws, Aug. 22, 2000, LEXIS,
Bankng Library, PRNEWS File. This Organization focuses on defining a worldwide
standard for mobile digital signatures. Id. Members of this group include companies
and organizations that develop products, applications, and solutions for the mobile
phone industry and the Internet. Id. The focus of the Consortium is to have
consumers enter mobile phone numbers instead of credit card numbers and have this
action become legally binding as an electronic signature. Id.
23. See Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act of 2000, §
106(5), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 7006(5) (West Supp. 2000).
24. See id; Brian Angell, e-Digital Signatures: E-Sign on the Dotted Line, BANK
TECH. NEWS, Aug., 2000, LEXIS, Busfin Library, BIS File.
25. See Christopher B. Woods, Comment, Commercial Law: Determining
Repugnancy in an Electronic Age: Excluded Transactions Under Electronic Writing
and Signature Legislation, 52 OKLA. L. Rev. 411,414 (1999).
26. Other types of electronic signatures include a facsimile signature, a name at
the bottom of an e-mail message, the header on an e-mail message, a biometric
method, a personal identification number, a smart card, or any other method that will
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provide the most protection for consumers by using public key
cryptography.27 Through this process, digital signatures are both
created and verified, providing security for consumers and
businesses.2  The verification procedure utilizes a device called a
hash function, which can detect if someone has tampered with the
transmitted message. 9 Hash functions provide assurances that
there has been no modification to the message since the time it
was digitally signed." In fact, if public key cryptography is
executed correctly, it is safer than a pen and ink signature.3
E-Sign does not, however, have a mandate for digital
signatures to protect consumers from fraudulent activity.
3 2
Instead, E-Sign tries to protect consumers by creating strict
consumer consent provisions.33 Thus, consumers will have to
fit within the E-Sign definition. Id. Digital signatures and biometrics provide the
most privacy and security protection. Id.
27. See Digital Signature Guidelines, supra note 3, at 8. Public key cryptography
uses an algorithm to create keys. Id. at 8. There are two keys: one that creates the
digital signature and transforms it into an undecipherable form and another that
verifies the digital signature and returns it to its original form. Id. This is known as
asymmetric cryptosystem. Id. Symmetric cryptography uses the same key to encrypt
the plain text and decrypt it back to plain text. Id. at 8 n.19. By using two keys there
is a private key, which is used to create the digital signature and known only to the
signer and a public key that is known by anyone who wishes to verify the digital
signature. Id. at 8. Although many people may know the public key, there should not
be security problems if the user of the private key keeps it secure. Id. at 8 n.20.
28. Digital Signature Guidelines, supra note 3, at 10. One form of security is the
hash function. Id. at 9.
29. See id. at 10-11.
30. Id. at 9.
31. Id. at 13.
32. See Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act of 2000, §
106(5), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 7006(5) (West Supp. 2000).
33. E-Sign § 101(c), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c). These protections include (1) the
consumer must have affirmatively consented to using electronic transactions; E-Sign
§ 101(c)(1)(A), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c)(1)(A); (2) the consumer is informed of her
right to use paper records instead of electronic records and the right to withdraw her
consent; E-Sign § 101(c)(1)(B)(i), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c)(1)(B)(i); (3) the consumer
must also be informed about whether this consent applies to one transaction or a
category of transactions and records that are executed throughout the relationship of
the parties; E-Sign § 101(c)(1)(B)(ii), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c)(1)(B)(ii)); (4) the
consumer is made aware of the procedures involved in withdrawing consent; E-Sign §
101(c)(1)(B)(iii), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c)(1)(B)(iii); (5) the consumer is informed of
the hardware and software needed to use electronic records; E-Sign § 101(c)(1)(C)(i),
15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c)(1)(C)(i); (6) the consent must be confirmed electronically in a
way that proves she can access the information electronically; E-Sign §
101(c)(1)(C)(ii), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c)(1)(C)(ii); and (7) the method by which the
consumer can request and obtain copies of electronic records in paper form and
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explicitly consent to an electronic transaction before it is deemed
legal.34 For example, a company will have to prove that the
consumer understands how the electronic transaction will operate
before agreeing to take part in the exchange.35 A consumer has to
demonstrate she can access the information provided by the
company for E-Sign to apply.36 As a safeguard for consumers,
Congress also excluded certain transactions from E-Sign, such as
court orders, wills, and family matters.37 These exceptions will be
reviewed every three years to determine if their exclusion
continues to be necessary for consumer protection. 8
II. E-SIGN AND MORTGAGE LENDING
To survive in today's economy, most banks resort to some
sort of online business activity,39 and offer most of their services
online to customers.40 Before the passage of E-Sign, banking and
whether he or she will be charged for them; E-Sign § 101(c)(1)(B)(iv), 15 U.S.C.A. §
7001(c)(1)(B)(iv).
34. E-Sign § 101(c), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c).
35. See, e.g., E-Sign § 101(c)(1)(C)(ii), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c)(1)(C)(ii).
36. See E-Sign § 101(c)(1)(C)(ii), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c)(1)(C)(ii).
37. See E-Sign § 103, 15 U.S.C.A. § 7003. Excluded transactions under E-Sign
include: (1) court orders, court notices, and official court documents; E-Sign §
103(b)(1), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7003(b)(1); (2) eviction notices; E-Sign § 103(b)(2)(B), 15
U.S.C.A. § 7003(b)(2)(B); (3) canceling utility services; E-Sign § 103(b)(2)(A), 15
U.S.C.A. § 7003(b)(2)(A); (4) canceling insurance benefits; E-Sign § 103(b)(2)(C), 15
U.S.C.A. § 7003(b)(2)(C); (5) product recalls; E-Sign § 103(b)(2)(D), 15 U.S.C.A. §
7003(b)(2)(D); (6) wills; E-Sign § 103(a)(1), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7003(a)(1); (7) paperwork
governing adoption, divorce, or other matters of family law; E-Sign § 103(a)(2), 15
U.S.C.A. § 7003(a)(2); (8) the Uniform Commercial Code, as it is in effect in states,
except sections 1-107 and 1-206 and Articles 2 and 2A; E-Sign § 103(a)(3), 15
U.S.C.A. § 7003(a)(3); and (9) documents accompanying the transportation and
handling of hazardous, toxic, or dangerous materials; E-Sign § 103(b)(3), 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 7003(b)(3). Other sections of the Uniform Commercial Code have been recently
revised to accommodate electronic records. Stock Letter II, supra note 19, at 6.
These exceptions will be reviewed every three years to determine if the exception
continues to be necessary for consumer protection. See also WMCD, supra note 2
(listing transactions excluded from E-Sign as a safeguard).
38. Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act of 2000, §
10(c)(1), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 7003(c)(1) (West Supp. 2000).
39. See Financial Firms Seen as Online Leaders, AM. BANKER, Dec. 21, 2000 at
11. Financial companies are providing more customer services online than other
businesses. Id.
40. See generally Lawrence Richter Quinn, Banks Move Slowly Toward
Electronic Billing, AM. BANKER, Oct. 12,2000, at 16A (explaining the need for banks
to offer Internet services). For websites that offer online financial services, see
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insurance companies were unwilling to complete transactions
online because the legality of such signatures was uncertain. 41
Now, signing and executing entire transactions online has the
potential to save banks millions of dollars per year.42 To take
advantage of these savings, financial transactions are moving
online.43 By offering their services online, traditional banks will
face new challenges that accompany online transactions. For
example, security concerns must be addressed," and new
techniques to combat fraud must be implemented.45 Once these
issues are settled, online lending may become more mainstream.
Previously, mortgages could be transferred electronically,
but the results were not instantaneous since the transaction still
required a signed document.46 Although all of the paperwork was
filled out online, the form still had to be printed, signed, and
mailed back to the biller.47 Approximately fifty percent of
customers dropped out of the transaction at this point: customers
disliked the extra time it took to print, sign and mail the copy of
the transaction.48
http://www.firstunion.com, or http://www.bankofamerica.com (last visited Feb. 27,
2001).
41. See, e.g., Ted Cornwell, E-Loan Hangs On, BANK TECH. NEWS, July 2000, at
26, LEXIS, Busfin Library, BIS File (discussing the opportunities provided to pure
online loan companies when traditional "brick-and-mortar" lenders do not enter the
Internet world).
42. Pete Barlas, E-Signature Bill Gives Net Firms New Legitimacy, INVESTOR'S
Bus. DAILY, July 3,2000, at A6, LEXIS, Bankng Library, INVDLY File [hereinafter
Barlas, E-Signature Bill]. See also Danielle Fugazy, Legal. Financial Firms Are Ready
for E-Signatures, WEB FINANCE, Sept. 4,2000, LEXIS, News Library, WEBFIN File
(stating that the single most expensive factor for insurance, brokerage, and banking
companies is sending mail).
43. See infra notes 54-82 and accompanying text (describing the first paperless
home mortgage).
44. See infra notes 138-96 and accompanying text (discussing security concerns
for the banking industry).
45. See infra notes 172-96 and accompanying text (discussing fraud problems
banks are likely to face).
46. See generally E-Billing and Customer Service: Realizing the Potential, WALL
ST. & TEcH., July 1, 2000, at A (explaining previous problems with electronic funds
transfers).
47. Id. See also Tatiana Helenius, Digital Signatures to Send Transactions
Skyrocketing, WALL ST. & TECH., Oct. 1, 2000, at 11 (explaining the online mortgage
process before E-Sign); see infra note 133 (describing the previous online mortgage
process).
48. See E-Billing and Customer Service, supra note 46.
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The E-Sign legislation will alleviate problems that result
from working with paper transactions. 49 Under E-Sign, a signature
sent to the bank electronically will have the same legal effect as
one that is signed and mailed to the biller via regular mail." The
benefits of E-Sign will be significant to financial institutions." For
example, the process of introducing a mortgage into a secondary
market can be cut from an average of forty-five days to less than
five hours, considerably cutting costs. 2 In addition, online lenders
will now be able to offer electronic agreements that are legally
binding.53
A. First Paperless Home Mortgage
The first paperless, electronic closing was executed before
E-Sign officially became law.' This closing met applicable state
electronic signature laws, and was executed on July 24, 2000, less
than a month after President Clinton signed E-Sign. To complete
the transaction, a variety of businesses were consulted, including
Mortgage.com, e-Cloz.com, Fannie Mae, and Enterprise Title,
49. See Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act of 2000, §
101(a)(1), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 7001(a)(1) (West Supp. 2000). For additional benefits, see
infra, notes 122-125 and accompanying text.
50. Id.
51. See Industry Likes E-Signatures, But Unsure on Infrastructure, AM. BANKER,
Sept. 29,2000, at 10.
52. Press Release, Irwin Mortgage, First Fully Electronic Home Purchase
Mortgage Follows Passage of Federal E-Sign Legislation (July 25, 2000) at
http:llwww.irwinmortgage.comlpress/20000725elmort.html (last visited Jan. 7, 2001)
[hereinafter Irwin Mortgage]. See also infra notes 54-82 and accompanying text
(describing the first paperless mortgage).
53. Andrea Lee Negroni, Privacy Implications of Signing Online, MORTGAGE
BANKING, Dec. 1, 2000, at 65,71.
54. Irwin Mortgage, supra note 52. The first paperless auto purchase was
completed online on October 2, 2000. Press Release, Zions Bancorporation, Zions
Bank Teams up with iLumin Corporation to Complete Totally Online Auto
Purchase; Transaction Among First Under New E-Sign Act (Oct. 2, 2000) at
http:/www.zionsbancorporation.com/press/pr2OOOlOO2.html (last visited Jan. 7,
2001). This transaction included an electronically signed promissory note. Id.
iLumin also used its digital handshake technology to consummate one of the first
electronic records under E-Sign. iLumin Corporation Made History by Completing
First E-Sign Transactions, PR NEWSWIRE: FIN. NEws, Oct. 2, 2000, LEXIS, Bankng
Library, PRNEWS File. This transaction involved the signing of a multi-million
dollar venture financing round. Id.
55. Id. President Clinton Signed E-Sign on June 30,2000. WMCD, supra note 2.
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56
The home was sold to Mr. Jose Arroyo who electronically
executed the promissory note and mortgage at Enterprise Title in
Florida.57 The mortgage for Mr. Arroyo was processed and
approved using online lending tools provided by Mortgage.com.
51
All closing documents were prepared electronically by Enterprise
Title and were executed by Mr. Arroyo and the seller
electronically.59 Mortgage.com performed online quality control
of the settlement documents after they were electronically
executed.60 The documents were then transferred to the Broward
County Records Division.61 Once the country clerk received the
documents, they were verified, recorded, and fees were collected
electronically. 62 After this process, Mortgage.com electronically
transferred ownership of the loan to Fannie Mae.63
The loan was closed and recorded in less than five hours.
64
The success of this transaction suggests that there are faster, less
expensive ways to conduct loan transactions. 65 Homebuyers who
are willing to undertake an electronic transaction will
consequently save time and money.66 Consumers, however, are
56. Id. Other organizations involved in the transaction included Broward County
Records Division, New Vision Systems Corporation, eOriginal, and Attorneys' Title
Insurance Fund, Inc. Id.
57. Press Release, Mortgage.com, First Fully Electronic Home Purchase Follows
Passage of Federal E-Sign Legislation (July 25, 2000) (on file with the N.C. Banking
Inst.) [hereinafter Mortgage.com Press Release]. The process was made possible
through proprietary technologies of eOriginal, a patented process that creates
unique, unalterable and authentic documents. Id. The focus of eOriginal is to make
digital transactions a working reality. See eOriginal Set to Take Advantage of $6.8
Trillion e-Commerce Market, PR NEwsWiRE: FIN. NEws, Oct. 2, 2000, LEXIS,
Bankng Library, PRNEWS File. eOriginal was the first company to provide
electronic resource records for online transactions. See id. Companies can create,
execute and store the Electronic Original documents and retrieve, transfer ownership
of, and destroy the documents at a later date. Id. These documents include: stock
certificates, promissory notes, bills of lading, deeds, and medical patient files. Id.





63. Mortgage.com, supra note 57.
64. Id. Working online reduced the average time it takes to bring a loan to a
secondary market from 45 days. Id.
65. Id.
66. See id.
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not the only ones who benefit. Financial institutions can save
about $750 per loan.67 In fact, Mortgage.com found up to $1000 in
definitive cost savings in the Arroyo transaction. These cost
savings come from time that would have otherwise been spent on
administrative tasks.69
E-Sign was passed to facilitate online transactions such as
loan closings, and the first paperless mortgage proves that it can be
done.70 By signing documents online, many of the problems
associated with mortgage lending can be alleviated.7' For example,
participants can review closing documents online, in the privacy of
their own home, before the closing takes place.72 The speed of the
transaction will alleviate problems caused by expiring lock-in
periods.7"
Other problems with implementing this type of program lie
in the amount of people that must be involved. The consumer and
the lender are always involved. Often mortgage brokers, notaries,
settlement agents, servicers, secondary market participants, county
recorders, and attorneys are also needed. 74 In order for the
67. Robyn Friedman, Real Estate Testing Digital Signatures, ARIZ. REPUBLIC,
Dec. 29, 2000, LEXIS, News Library, AZREP File. See also Irwin Mortgage, supra
note 52, (listing benefits to financial institutions include savings in administrative
costs and risk reduction for the mortgage industry).
68. John Hackett, Paperless a Reality Now, MORTGAGE TECH., Nov., 2000,
LEXIS, News Library, ABBB File. By eliminating paper and administrative costs, it
is estimated that a lender could save between $750 and $1000 over the life of the loan.
Id.
69. Friedman, supra note 67. Examples of these tasks include photocopying and
mailing paperwork. Id.
70. Stock Letter II, supra note 19, at 2. Fannie Mae notes, however, that Mr.
Arroyo was a technologist who wanted to sign documents online. See Deborah Bach,
Fannie Sees Slow E-Signature Acceptance, AM. BANKER, Jan. 9, 2001, at 18
[hereinafter Bach, Slow Acceptance]. Fannie's director of e-mortgages believes that it
will likely be a few years before consumers are willing to participate in online
mortgages. Id. The value of the mortgage and the emotional significance that are
present for the purchase of a home will likely keep people signing their mortgages in
person for a few more years. Id.
71. See Kevin Jepson, First E-Mortgage Closes; More To Come Say Many,
CREDIT UNION J., Oct. 23, 2000, LEXIS, News Library, ABBB File. By decreasing
the time it will take for a mortgage to be completed, the likelihood of making a sale
will increase. Helenius, supra note 47.
72. See Jepson, supra note 71.
73. Id. "Lock-in period" is the time period a mortgage lender agrees to hold the
mortgage rate for the borrower. BARRON'S DICTIONARY OF BANKING TERMs 275 (3d
ed. 1997). It helps protect the borrower against rate increases. Id.
74. Hackett, supra note 68.
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paperless mortgage to be successful, all of these people need to be
online.75 The largest impediment will be county recording offices.76
Once counties agree to upgrade their systems, online lending could
become routine."
The problem, however, is not that recording offices do not
want to update their system; the problem is that it will be an
expensive process.78 "[T]itle records in the Unites States are
decentralized and handled locally."79 Most local title agencies are
not computerized, and their property records are not likely to
become computerized any time soon.80 To upgrade localities must
often choose between paving roads and a computerized title plant,
with the former being the preference.81 Until these preferences
change, online mortgages may not be commonplace. 2
B. Online Mortgages: An Overview
Prior to E-Sign, online mortgage companies had difficulty
conducting business.83 For example, when E-Loan, an online
mortgage company, went public in June 1999, its stock traded at
75. Id. Fannie Mae participated in this first paperless mortgage. Id. Currently,
they now have a legal framework in place for facilitating e-mortgages. Id. However,
if not every party is online, a bank can still take advantage of "technological
efficiencies." Id. Transactions can be done electronically to start, then switched over
to paper, and switched back to electronic form if needed. Id.
76. Id. Currently, there are about 3,600 county recorder offices in the United
States. Id. Almost 80% of all mortgage activity takes place in 200 counties. Id. If
these counties were to upgrade, the rest would surely follow. See id. Most of these
counties believe that by upgrading to electronic recordings, it could save time and
money. See id.
77. See id.
78. Bonnie Sinnock, Title Searches Seen as an Obstacle in E-Originations,
ORIGINATION NEWS, Jan. 26,2001, LEXIS, News Library, ABBB File.
79. Id. Other countries, like the United Kingdom, have a centralized property
ownership system, and it will be much easier for these countries to switch to
electronic mortgages. Id.
80. Id. Property records in recording offices west of the Mississippi River are
more modem; thus more likely to be computerized. Id. Property records on the east
coast are older; thus retained as paper records. Id.
81. See id.
82. Id.
83. Cornwell, supra note 41. See also Robert Julavits, Even the Lucky Dot-Corn
Mortgage Lenders Aren't, AM. BANKER, Dec. 28, 2000, at 6 [hereinafter Julavits,
Lucky Lenders] (describing how mortgage-related e-commerce stocks have
continually taken a beating).
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$37 per share.84 Wall Street gave it the highest number of "most
likely to succeed" votes out of any current online lender.
However, at the end of May 2000, E-Loan's stock hovered around
$4 per share.86 This market price reflected the problem that the
then-current mortgage lending process was not an efficient
medium for conducting Internet transactions.87
The problem with online lending is that it is not currently a
profitable business.' For example, creditland.com, a company
that was backed by First Union Capital Partners, Bank of America
Corp., and Charles Schwab & Co., recently shut down.89 This
downfall followed the demise of Mortgage.com, 90  and
OnLoan.com, which sold its mortgage origination operation in
October 2000.91 Lending Tree, a well-known e-lender site, also
saw its stock plummet: from $18 when it went public, to about $3,
currently. 92
Of the forty online mortgage companies in business a year
ago, about half are bankrupt or slowly headed in that direction.93
For example, Mortgage.com failed due to cash flow problems.94
Since online mortgage companies cannot deliver cost-effective
mortgage loans and still make a profit, Mortgage.com could not
raise the capital it needed to survive.95 Thus, on October 31, 2000
it sold its assets to ABN Amro, a Netherlands-based bank,9 6 and
84. Cornwell, supra note 41. Within a month the share price soared to almost $75
per share. Id.
85. Id. The firm was a big hit with investors and stock analysts. Id.
86. Id.
87. See id.
88. See Andrew Roth, Failed Online Loan Site Serves up Web Lessons, AM.
BANKER, Dec. 12,2000, at 1.
89. Id.
90. This company played a role in the first paperless mortgage. See supra notes
54-82 and accompanying text (describing the first paperless mortgage).
91. Roth, supra note 88.
92. Id.
93. Kathleen M. Howley, Home Buyers Adjust Slowly to Online Mortgage
Brokers, WASH. POST, Jan. 27,2001, Real Estate, at G15.
94. Stefani Lako Baldwin, Homing In on Online Mortgages, UPSIDE TODAY, Nov.
20, 2000, 2000 WL 4726357.
95. See id.
96. Tina Padgett, Buyers and Cellars: Dot-Bombs Haven't Slowed Online Loans
Yet, NEWSDAY, Dec. 29,2000,2000 WL 10050905.
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laid off over 500 workers.97
Some banking experts believe that traditional "brick and
mortar" banks will have more success with online lending.98
Recently, Lending Tree and Bank of America announced an
agreement whereby Bank of America will use Lending Tree's
technology for its online mortgages.99 Lending Tree's CEO,
Douglas Lebda, believes that companies like Bank of America
have a better chance of succeeding at online lending compared to
pure online lenders."'
Bank of America now handles mortgage applications
entirely online.10 1 In the first two weeks, 800 online applications
were filed. 2 These applications were completed without any
marketing by the bank.10 3  However, later this year Bank of
America plans to highlight advantages of online mortgages and the
convenience of banking at any time during the day. 0 4 Since Bank
of America currently has more online customers than any other
financial institution,10 it will be interesting to see if their online
mortgage lending program will succeed.
Although the infrastructure is currently in place to
complete mortgages online, the number of people applying for
mortgages online has not increased. 106 Although more than half of
all buyers used the Internet to look for mortgages in 2000, most
97. Baldwin, supra note 94.
98. See Robert Julavits, Lending Tree Adds B of A in Spree For Lend-X Product,
AM. BANKER, Dec. 11, 2000, at 11 [hereinafter Julavits, Lending Tree].
99. Id.
100. Id.






106. Lauri Giesen, Getting the Loans Flowing Online, FIN. SERVICES ONLINE, Nov.
2000, at 39, LEXIS, Bankng Library, FGFSO File. See also Alan J. Heavens,
Mortgage Shoppers Look Online, NEws & OBSERVER (Raleigh), Nov. 19, 2000, at El
(discussing the fact that mortgage shoppers compare rates online but do not apply
online); Julavits, Lucky Lenderst, supra note 83 (explaining that consumers flock to
the internet to conduct research but not to apply for the mortgage); Report Predicts
Slow E-Signature Adoption, AM. BANKER, Jan. 11, 2001, at 17 (stating that the use of
electronic signatures by financial institutions is still several years away).
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chose not to apply online. °7 While applying for a loan is a form-
intensive process, applying online is not much easier."8 Presently,
the process of applying for a mortgage on the Internet is
essentially the same as the previous mortgage application process;
the complicated forms are simply on the computer screen instead
of in hardcopy.1 9 If online lenders started offering consumers
something different than the brick-and-mortar lenders, the
number of online loans could increase."'
Online mortgages need to be improved to meet the needs
of existing consumers and to attract the attention of a
technologically advanced populace. There are three ways to
change the online mortgage process to make it more inviting to
consumers. 111 First, there needs to be an incentive to apply for a
loan online.1 ' Online mortgages need to be improved so
consumers will reap the benefits. Suggested improvements include
cutting out paperwork, reducing the number of questions that have
to be asked by the lender, and offering lower rates to the people
that apply online.'13 Those consumers with good credit histories
should be able to answer simple questions online and be approved
quickly.
114
Second, bank personnel need to be made available to
combat consumers' fear of losing human contact." 5 Online lenders
should put in place 800 numbers and chat rooms so that consumers
107. Heavens, supra note 106. In a survey of buyers by Fannie Mae, 29% cited
security reasons for not applying for their mortgage online. Id. Even with security as
a concern, over half believed that by 2005, most mortgages will originate online. Id.
But, buyers surveyed did find benefits to applying online: 60% believed that applying
for a mortgage online would reduce racial discrimination. Id. at 3E.
108. Gieson, supra note 106.
109. Id. See also Julavits, Lucky Lenders, supra note 83 (stating why online
mortgage companies are not making a profit). Industry observers say that there is
currently no reason to apply for a loan online. Id. Online mortgage companies have
not done anything to make the application process online any easier, and in some
cases it may be more difficult. Id.
110. Julavits, Lending Tree, supra note 98.
111. Giesen, supra note 106.
112. Id.
113. Id.
114. Id. These simple questions include the name of the person, their social
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can get their questions answered immediately by a customer
service agent.1 16 Many mortgage companies point out that
customers do not want to go through the entire mortgage process
without speaking to another human being.1 7
Finally, online lenders need to make sure they have the
most advanced technology in place.'18 Advanced technology can
allow businesses to respond to online applications in fifteen
minutes." 9 Using advanced technology will also allow a consumer
to move through the application process quickly.12° By reducing
the time consumers have to spend filling out forms online, it may
make online lending more attractive.1
2'
Once consumers are working online, the benefits to them
will be significant.' Financial customers will have access to their
banking world twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
123
Customers who formerly did not have easy access to a central
banking community will now be able to access a variety of services
from many financial providers. 2 4  Disclosures and financial
products will be available for consumers to browse through at
116. Giesen, supra note 106. For example, at mortgageselect.com, once an online




119. Id. Although a willingness to wait longer could get customers a better price.
Id.
120. Id.
121. Giesen, supra note 106.
122. See Industry Likes E-Signatures, supra note 51. Previously consumers could
apply for a mortgage online, but the transaction could not be completed online. See
Helenius, supra note 47. Clients had to have the paper documentation for the loan
mailed to them, and then they had to sign the loan application and mail it back. Id.
This was a loss for both the client and the mortgage broker. Id. See also supra notes
46-53 (describing a previous online lending process).
123. Jeremiah S. Buckley, Financial Services' Online Revolution, ELECTRONIC FIN.
SERVICES COUNCIL (July 18, 2000), at http://www.efscouncil.orglframesl
Pressreleases (last visited Jan. 7, 2001).
124. Id. Particularly those customers in small, underserved communities. Id. In
fact, applying for an online mortgage may help first-time buyers. Heavens, supra
note 106, at 3E. The Chairwoman of Fannie Mae, Jamie Gorelick, pointed out that
the company believed online mortgage applications would benefit the wealthy. Id.
The benefits, however, are for the low- and moderate-income buyers. Id. These
people (along with the first time buyers and minorities) benefit because they can
determine their eligibility for a loan without embarrassment. Id.
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leisure from their home computers.
125
There are concerns that consumers will click through the
disclosures given to them and never read them.1 26 Even today,
however, people do not read the paper disclosures because of the
number of disclosures and the pressure they feel while sitting in a
closing office.12 7 By giving the disclosures to the customer ahead
of time, the customer has the option of reading them in private and
asking questions to trusted friends.1 28  Thus, online disclosures
offer benefits to consumers. One such benefit is that asking
questions beforehand will insure that a consumer is informed
during a mortgage closing. A second benefit of electronic
disclosures is that they have the ability to save consumers about
half an interest rate point. 29
Once the public is willing to conduct transactions online,
the Internet will improve communications between businesses and
consumers.130  Due to the information intensity of mortgage
lending,'3 1 having this information passed on to consumers quickly
and easily creates an advantage to the financial industry.
3 1
Until the passage of E-Sign, few of the services used for
mortgage lending had been adapted to an electronic form. 33
125. Buckley, supra note 123. See Signing on the Digitized Line, FIN. SERVICES
ONLINE, Nov. 2000, at 58, LEXIS, Bankng Library, FGFSO File.
126. Signing on the Digitized Line, supra note 125.
127. Id.
128. Id.
129. Carol Power, E-Sign Law Gives Equality to E-Signatures, AM. BANKER, Oct.
12, 2000, at 14A. The chairman at Mortgage.com believes that customer costs could
be drastically reduced because warehouse lenders will shoulder less risk by using
digital signatures. Id. Thus, they can charge consumers lower rates and fees. Id.
130. Cornwell, supra note 41, at 26.
131. Id.
132. Industry Likes E-Signatures, supra note 51, at 10. Specifically, this article
points out that financial institutions are in the best position to exploit the new
electronic signature law. Id. The concern, however, regards the digital signature
technology. Id. See also Harrington, supra note 101, at 1F (listing advantages to
online mortgage loans).
133. See Cornwall, supra note 41, at 26. Previously, consumers could provide data
online to acquire a mortgage. Helenius, supra note 47. However, when the time
came to close the deal, clients had to provide a written signature to execute the
mortgage. Id. The client has to wait for the paperwork, sign it, and mail it back to
the mortgage broker. Id. The broker loses because he spends money to send
documents that may never be approved. Id. Now, with E-Sign, the signature can
take place online in a matter of seconds. See id.
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Signatures and disclosures are needed for almost all agreements in
the mortgage lending business.13 1 The passage of E-Sign will help
speed up the adoption of electronic services.135 Transactions,
including those for mortgage lending, can now be executed
completely online.136  National companies like E-Loan will not
have to concern themselves with the legal effects of electronic
signatures.
1 7
III. SECURITY AND FRAUD CONCERNS
Even if electronic signatures become widely used in online
lending, there are still unanswered questions regarding their
security. Security concerns should be of great importance to the
banking industry,138 since consumers expect security and privacy
when dealing with banks and other financial institutions. 139 After
all, trust is at the core of the banking business. 14° Continual
134. Id. Although E-Sign may help change this tradition, it is unlikely the paper-
intensity will change until the public accepts electronic transactions. Id.
135. One reason electronic financial transactions have not developed as much as
possible is because of uncertainty surrounding the legality of an electronic signature.
Buckley, supra note 123. Unlike common commodities, such as books and tickets,
financial services often require signatures. Id. It is often the case that written
disclosures, pursuant to federal and state laws, will also need to be delivered to a
consumer before a financial transaction can occur. Id. E-Sign allows for these
disclosures to be in an electronic form as well. See Electronic Signatures in Global
and National Commerce Act of 2000, § 101(a)(1), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 7001(a)(1) (West
Supp. 2000).
136. It is important, however, to remember that for electronic signatures to be
legally binding under E-Sign, the consumer must have first consented to the
transaction. E-Sign § 101(c)(1)(B)(i), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(c)(1)(B)(i). This
notification (accepting the use of electronic signatures) must be given in writing
unless the consumer has demonstrated that she can access the electronic form and
has agreed to us the electronic form. See id. See also The Federal E-Sign Law: Why
Was It Passed? What Does It Mean?, supra note 21. E-Sign also covers electronic
contracts and electronic records. E-Sign § 101(a)(1), 15 U.S.C.A. § 7001(a)(1).
These documents are also important to the banking industry. See Industry Likes E-
Signatures, supra note 51, at 10.
137. See Negroni, supra note 53, at 71.
138. See generally Knapschaefer; Wilke: OCC's Top Online Security Issue is
Privacy, AM. BANKER, Oct. 12, 2000, at 9A. With the technology today constantly
changing, protection of privacy is the most important security issue for financial
institutions. Id. Today, bankers need to face security as a worldwide issue, not just a
local issue. Id. In order to solve this problem, bankers should educate the consumer
to raise her level of awareness on security issues. Id.
139. Id.
140. Id. Once banks and customers can establish trust, it enables them to deal with
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monitoring of technology and safety features by banks may help to
build this trust.14 1  Monitoring will ensure that high safety
standards are met.142 Although monitoring and updating the
technology will be an ongoing expense that banks must endure for
the benefit of their customers, not doing so could cause problems.
If customers have difficulty working online because of out-of-date
technology, they may give up altogether."4
Since E-Sign does not call for any specific type of electronic
signature to be used, security concerns arise from the lack of
technical uniformity regarding electronic signatures.144  Thus, in
the beginning many companies will be using a trial and error
approach when determining which electronic signature technology
will work for them.
145
At the same time, companies will be guessing as to which
signatures are legally certain, since the vagueness of E-Sign makes
it difficult to know what legal standards will be recognized.
4 6
one another with a certain amount of confidence. See Dave Martin, Banking
Services: Digital Proof of Identity, THE BANKER, Jan. 1, 2001, at 116 [hereinafter
Martin, Banking Services]. The more services financial institutions offer to secure
their electronic businesses, including addressing privacy concerns, the faster
consumers will trust financial institutions and allow themselves to conduct business
online. See id.
141. Knapschaefer, supra note 138, at 9A.
142. Id. at 9A.
143. Id. at 9A. When technology is not advanced, problems can occur. For
example, when American Banker sent an editor to apply for a digital certificate from
Digital Signature Trust, the editor did not have technology current enough to
download the needed information. See Jennifer A. Kingson, The Tech Scene: Test
Drive: New Tech Toys Stuck in Neutral Gear, AM. BANKER, Jan. 10, 2001, at 1, 17.
Kingson pointed out that if the technology is not up to date, consumers might have a
difficult time working online. Id. If difficulties persist, they will not stick with it. Id.
Thus, banks need to have customer support centers, which can be expensive, ready to
help confused consumers. Id.
144. Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act of 2000, §
106(5), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 7006(5) (West Supp. 2000).
145. Pete Barlas, Not All Businesses Ready for E-Signatures, INVESTOR'S BUSINESS
DAILY, Oct. 18, 2000 at 8, LEXIS, Bankng Library, INVDLY File [hereinafter
Barlas, Not All Businesses Ready]. See also Deborah Bach, E-Sign Law Leaves
Dizzying Leeway, Lawyer Says, AM. BANKER, Dec. 20, 2000 at 11 [hereinafter Bach,
E-Sign Leeway] (indicating that many companies are waiting to see what effect
electronic signatures and records will have before implementing their own systems).
146. See Theodore F. Claypoole, 2000 E-Signature Laws: The Effect on Business
and Industry, (Womble, Carlyle, Sandridge & Rice, PLLC) (2000). There will likely
be visits to courthouses or state attorney general offices to determine the legal effect
of the differing laws. Id.
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Until many of these decisions are made, some companies feel it
will be better to wait before installing an electronic signature
regime. "7  Although electronic signatures will speed up
transactions and save money, some companies believe that the
security concerns may not be worth the benefits.148 However, once
the most innovative companies determine which technology works
the best for online transactions, others are likely to follow suit.
149
Currently, financial institutions want to increase customer
relationships by taking advantage of the Internet.15 ° In order for
the financial services industry to increase electronic transactions
and make them uniformly available, standardized software and
procedures need to be made convenient and accessible to all
consumers."' An immediate problem with electronic signatures is
that each party needs the technology to create and read an
electronic signature.15 Until this technology is available to all
147. Barlas, Not All Businesses Ready, supra note 145.
148. See Tony Heffernan, Digital Signatures Still 3 to 5 Years Away, AM. BANKER,
Jan. 8,2001, at 2A.
149. Barlas, Not All Businesses Ready, supra note 145; see also Heffernan, supra
note 148 (stating that for some banks it will be three to five years before electronic
signatures are accepted).
150. ACI Worldwides' New E-Wallet Aims to Ease Internet Transactions, EFT
REPORT, Oct. 18, 2000, LEXIS, Busfin Library, BIS File. Financial institutions may
be able to increase consumer use on the Internet by organizing their data for them.
Id. A possible way to organize data is by using an e-wallet. Id. E-Wallet is a product
that will contain data on a particular consumer. Id. It can be used as a "personal
portal" for the customers of a bank who use the Internet. Id. Basically, the e-wallet
would exist in a chip card that is stored in a customer's PC. Id. The customer would
enter a PIN and the chip would be activated. Id. The chip would automatically take
the customer to a URL that will bring the consumer to their e-wallet containing such
functions as a link to the home banking system, customer payment instructions, and
other services a financial institution would like to offer (i.e. travel services). Id. E-
wallet also provides e-commerce security for consumers. Id. See also Julia Angwin,
And How Will You Be Paying For That?, WALL ST. J., Oct. 23, 2000, at R37
(critiquing digital wallets and other forms of payment on the Internet).
151. Stanley P. Jaskiewicz, It Will Take More Than A Federal Law To Make
Digital Signatures Practical, AM. BANKER, Oct. 20, 2000, at 12. See generally
Claypoole, supra note 146.
152. Claypoole, supra note 146, at 11-6. Any practical form of digital signatures
will need to have equipment that is available to all computer owners. Id. Thus, it
may be difficult to implement such electronic signatures as a customer's handwritten
signature in electronic format and biometric technologies. Id. One problem with E-
Sign, however, is that it does not say exactly how this technology should be
implemented; it only says that it can be implemented. Sheryl Canter, Electronic
Signatures - Now It's Legal to Sign Documents Electronically, But Should You?, PC
MAG., Jan. 2, 2001, at 102. Although the legal effectiveness of a signature cannot be
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parties, electronic signatures will not be widely adopted.1 53 For
example, mortgage companies cannot complete online contracts
until loan agencies are willing (and able) to accept the electronic
signature.11
4
Currently, one of the most secure technologies involves the
use of digital signatures. 55  However, before this technology can
be implemented, certain conditions need to be fulfilled. 56 Each
party must have the appropriate software. 157 The cost of each
transaction will also need to be determined.15 If the costs are too
high, consumers may not be willing to try online mortgage
lending.5 9 Further, there are still security problems with digital
signatures. 6 If someone has not properly identified the individual
denied solely because it is in electronic form, E-Sign does not address how an
electronic signature becomes legal. Id.
153. Claypoole, supra note 146, at 11-6. See also Bach, E-Sign Leeway, supra note
145 (stating that the technology neutral definition of electronic signature in E-Sign
poses problems for companies). Bach points out that there are no regulatory
guidelines for the new law. Id. Thus, some companies are implementing the law
immediately while others are waiting to see if guidelines are implemented that could
affect the law. Id.
154. Until loan agencies have widely accepted the use of electronic signatures, it is
likely that mortgage companies will not be as eager to participate in online
transactions.
155. See Claypoole, supra note 146, at 11-2. The digital signature technology that
is likely to be used is simple encryption. Id. at 11-7. The encryption code is readable
by the everyday Internet browser, making it a signature that can easily be used by the
everyday consumer. Id. To make digital certificates more secure, some commentators
have recommended combining digital certificates with biometrics. Benjamin
Hammel, Are Digital Certificates Secure? COMM. NEWs, Dec. 1, 2000. See also supra,
notes 26-31 and accompanying text (describing how digital signatures work).
156. See generally, Jaskiewicz, supra note 151.
157. Id. See also Claypoole, supra note 146, at 11-6 (stating that any practical form
of a digital signature must have universal access).
158. Jaskiewicz, supra note 151. See also Claypoole, supra note 146, at 11-9
(stating that the cost of the support technology for digital signatures will play a role in
determining whether digital signatures catch on with consumers). Currently,
consumers do not seem interested in adopting the expensive technology needed for
biometrics or smart cards. See id. At 11-6 to 11-9.
159. Jaskiewicz, supra note 151.
160. Id. But see Paul Van Oorschot, Digital Signatures Shield Companies From
Fake-Press-Release Hoaxers, AM. BANKER, Oct. 27, 2000, at 12 (explaining that
digital signatures can validate sensitive company news, thus preventing fraud). Van
Oorschot says that digital signatures can guarantee the authenticity of information.
Id. Financial websites and wire services all compete to get the news out first. Id. If
there was a way they could check the authenticity of the sender, quickly, fake press
releases (such as the fake press release that sent the stock of Emulex plunging more
than sixty percent in August, 2000) could be validated before they were published.
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using the digital signature, it could lead to fraud: 16 1 the person who
is using the certificate may be an imposter. 62
Digital signatures are designed to be read only by the
people holding matching keys.163 If someone attempts to copy the
key, the coding will no longer be correct and the fraud can be
detected.' 64 If someone steals the key, however, it will be nearly
impossible for the consumer to prove that they did not authorize
the transaction.16 This identity problem creates a risk for financial
companies because they may not know the person with whom they
are contracting.
66
One type of technology that financial institutions are using
as an identifying tool is Identrus167 This infrastructure "provides
robust electronic IDs, held on highly secure smart cards, which
enable seamless commercial processes, non-repudiation of
electronic transactions and a basis for e-commerce ready
transactional services. 1 68 Identrus solves the identifying problem
by ensuring that both applicants and businesses can rely on any
identity claimed by an Identrus cardholder. 69 These identifying
certificates are given to each corporate customer and enable each
Id.
161. See infra notes 172-96 (discussing fraud associated with electronic signatures).
162. Bylavonne Kuykendall, Consumer Use of Digital Signatures Still Far Off, AM.
BANKER, Nov. 21, 2000 at 1, 9. See also infra note 178 (explaining the Zions Bank
initiative that identifies users of digital certificates).
163. See generally, Signing on the Digitized Line, FIN. SERVICES ONLINE, Nov.
2000 at 58, LEXIS, Bankng Library, FGFSO File.
164. Id.
165. Canter, supra note 152. This problem is the weakest element of digital
signatures. Id. The NCCUSL has proposed a new law entitled the Uniform
Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA) to combat this problem. Sandra
Stem, Current E-Signature Laws Lacking in Crucial Rules, AM. BANKER, Nov. 10,
2000 at 13. This new Act would provide detailed rules to establish the identity of the
parties bound by the agreement. Id. These new provisions could give banks the
certainty they desire for online transactions. See id. UCITA, however, does not have
a large amount of support in the states. In July, several attorney generals signed
letters opposing the passage of UCITA. John M. McCabe, Thomas Sheehan, &
Benjamin Wright, Lawmakers Seen As Working Through E-Sign, 76 Banking Rep.
(BNA) 71 (Jan. 16,2001).
166. Jaskiewicz, supra note 151.
167. See Dave Martin, Digital Proof of Identity, THE BANKER, Jan. 1, 2001, at 116
[hereinafter Martin, Digital Proof of Identity]; Steve Everhard & Keith Saunders, The
Key to Future Success, THE BANKER, Dec. 1, 2000, at 91, 92.
168. Martin, Digital Proof of Identity, supra note 167.
169. Id.
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customer to prove their identity. 170 Thus, Identrus may create the
trusting environment that banks and customers need to transact
business online.
171
An additional problem banks may encounter in building
this trusting relationship is that E-Sign fails to protect businesses
and consumers against fraud.172 Although digital signatures
provide some protection against fraud, they too can be abused. 73
By making electronic signatures valid, they have increased in
value-not only in electronic commerce, but also to the criminals
who seek personal information. 74 Now when hackers enter
someone's computer system, it is likely that they will immediately
search for a digital certificate. 175 Once this is obtained, they
become the owner of the digital certificate and can access
documents as if they were that person.
176
The volume of online transactions has created an increase
in the theft of personal information. 177 Right now, under both E-
Sign and state laws, no one will really know who pushed the button
to accept the terms of a contract. 178  Of course, customers will
have concerns about the entity with which they are dealing. When
consumers do not know the Internet company with whom they are
contracting, they may be less willing to do business with them. 79
There needs to be assurances that the company is who it says it is
170. Everhard, supra note 167, at 92.
171. Id. See also infra notes 140-43 and accompanying text (explaining that trust is
at the core of the banking relationship).
172. Canter, supra note 152.
173. See Mike Boyle, Retail Banking/Security: Sign of the Times, THE BANKER,
Dec. 1, 2000, at 89 [hereinafter Boyle, Retail Banking]. See also supra notes 27-28
(explaining public key infrastructure).
174. Boyle, supra note 173, at 90.
175. Id.
176. Id.
177. Paul Korzeniowski, Internet Ups the Ante For Growing Issue Of Identity
Theft, INVESTOR'S BusINEss DAILY, Dec. 21, 2000 at 10, LEXIS, Bankng Library,
INVDLY File.
178. Jaskiewicz, supra, note 151. For example, to fix this problem, Zions First
National Bank of Salt Lake City will only issue digital certificates once customers
have established their identities with the bank. Power, supra note 129, at 2. See also
They're Bullish on Digital Certificates, AM. BANKER, Dec. 27, 2000 at 1 (discussing
different banks that will act as certificate authorities).
179. Everhard, supra note 167, at 91.
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and someone with whom business can be done safely. 80
Presently, identity theft shows no signs of slowing down--
due in large part to the rise in online transactions.' This increase
affects banks in particular because in sixteen percent of cases the
thieves open a bank account with a phony identity or write checks
from the victim's account.182 In about four percent of the identity-
theft cases the criminals take out fraudulent loans. 83  It can
sometimes take a customer years to become aware that their
identity has been stolen. 4 In that time, most victims lose over
$1000.85 The best protection against fraud will be to use
technology that provides the utmost security.
186
Currently, digital signatures provide the most protection
against fraud.187 However, if a digital signature or a password is
stolen, it is currently unclear who will be held liable for the forged
transaction. 8 8 A rule similar to the rule regarding credit cards is
needed to protect consumers from the fraud associated with
electronic signatures!l" Disputed charges on a credit card bill are
removed pending investigation and consumer liability is limited to
$50 for a stolen card. 190
To combat fraud in written form, a notary public is
required to witness an important signing.91 According to the
National Notary Association, there are five components of an
acknowledgment: personal appearance, identification,
acknowledgment by the signer, lack of duress by the signer, and
180. Id.





186. Canter, supra note 152.
187. See Digital Signature Guidelines, supra note 3, at 9.
188. See Bach, E-Sign Leeway, supra note 145. Last year, a lawsuit was filed
against E-Trade by a wife who claimed that E-Trade should have intervened when
her husband forged her signature and made unauthorized withdrawals from her
individual retirement account. Id.
189. Canter, supra note 152; Bach, E-Sign Leeway, supra note 145.
190. Id. See 15 U.S.C. § 1693(g) (1994).
191. A Position on Digital Signature Laws and Notarization, NAT'L NOTARY ASSN.
(2000) at I [hereinafter Digital Signature Laws and Notarization].
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awareness of the document signing.'92 If a digital certificate can be
used without the acknowledgment of a notary, security, safety, and
integrity may be at issue.' 93 Currently, E-Sign 194 and the National
Notary Association195 recognize notarization electronically. If
these notaries receive the training in technical areas so that they




E-Sign will offer many opportunities to both businesses and
consumers. The law has come into effect at a time when the
Internet controls the daily lives of people. Consumers shop on the
Internet and expect that other services will be offered online as
well. However, before online lending can become routine, all
parties to the process need to be online 197 and a legal standard for
electronic signatures must be in place.'98
Once online lending becomes mainstream, there will be
benefits both to banks and consumers. E-Sign will enable banks to
significantly reduce the time and the cost of carrying out banking
transactions, specifically in the mortgage lending area. These
benefits are accomplished by making documents available to
consumers through electronic means.19 9 Banks will save money
because they will not have to retain paper copies of all their
documents.0 ° Consumers will save money when banks pass their
192. Id. at 2; see purposes served by written signatures, supra, note 3.
193. Digital Signature Laws and Notarization, supra note 191, at 1-80.
194. See Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act of 2000, §
101(g), 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 7001(g) (West Supp. 2000).
195. Digital Signature Laws and Notarization, supra note 191, at 1-80.
196. See Vincent Gnoffo, Comment: Notary Law and Practice for the 21' Century:
Suggested Modifications for the Model Notary Act, 30 J. MARSHALL L. REv. 1063
(1997).
197. See supra notes 74-77 and accompanying text (listing what parties need to
have the available technology for online mortgage lending).
198. See supra notes 146-59 and accompanying text (explaining the confusion of
electronic signatures since there is not an established legal standard).
199. See supra notes 125-29 and accompanying text (describing how disclosures
are now available to consumers electronically).
200. See supra notes 67-69 and accompanying text (explaining how banks will save
money by using online transactions).
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savings on through lower interest rates."' Once the online
mortgage process is easier and more cost efficient than the
traditional mortgage process, more customers will apply for online
mortgages.0
Trust is the core of the banking business. 3 If consumers do
not feel that their private lives, especially their finances, are
secure, it is unlikely they will conduct transactions online with that
business.20 4 Banks, especially, must be aware of this new
phenomenon. 5 In order for mortgages to be conducted online,
banks must earn the trust of their customers. To accomplish this
trust, banks must scrutinize all aspects of their online security to
ensure consumers are safe from fraud. °6 Thus, once security
measures are in place, all parties to the transaction are online, and
lower costs are passed on to consumers, electronic signatures will
revolutionize the banking industry; both for businesses and for
consumers.
CARRIE A. O'BRIEN
201. See supra notes 122-25, 128-29 and accompanying text (explaining the
benefits of online banking for consumers).
202. See supra notes 106-21 and accompanying text (explaining why consumers do
not use the online mortgage process and whether this will change).
203. See supra notes 140-43 and accompanying text (stating that trust is the core of
the banking business).
204. See supra notes 106-21, 150-54 and accompanying text (describing
dissatisfaction with the current online lending process and ways it can be improved).
205. See supra notes 138-96 and accompanying text (explaining the role banks will
have to take because of security concerns related to electronic signatures).
206. See supra notes 138-43 and accompanying text (explaining that because
consumers trust banks so much, security for online lending must be high).
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